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Abstract. An optical see-through head-mounted display (HMD) system
integrating a miniature camera that is aligned with the user’s pupil is
developed and tested. Such an HMD system has a potential value in
many augmented reality applications, in which registration of the virtual
display to the real scene is one of the critical aspects. The camera align-
ment to the user’s pupil results in a simple yet accurate calibration and a
low registration error across a wide range of depth. In reality, a small
camera-eye misalignment may still occur in such a system due to the
inevitable variations of HMD wearing position with respect to the eye.
The effects of such errors are measured. Calculation further shows that
the registration error as a function of viewing distance behaves nearly
the same for different virtual image distances, except for a shift. The
impact of prismatic effect of the display lens on registration is also dis-
cussed. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1839231]

Subject terms: head-mounted display; image registration; augmented reality; low
vision.
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1 Introduction

Augmented reality~AR! technology, in which a virtual dis-
play is combined with a veridical view of the environment,
has potential value in numerous areas such as medicine,1–5

manufacturing,6 visualization,7,8 and communication.9

Since the early 1990s, AR technology has progressed ra
idly, yet few commercial products have become available
Registration error between the displayed augmenting infor
mation and the view of the real world has been cited as
major obstacle to AR.10 To match a virtual display to the
real world, a user’s viewpoint in the real world must be
known. This is currently done in one of two ways. First, a
position tracking system can measure the position of a us
er’s eye with respect to the real world,11–15 and second, a
head-mounted video camera can capture what a user se
~video-based tracking!.8,9,16–19Since generally neither the
position-tracking sensor nor the video camera is coinciden
with the user’s eye, parallax calibration is required in both
approaches to transform the coordinates of sensors~track-
ing sensor or video camera! to those of the user’s eye. Such
calibration would not be necessary if a sensor was place
right on a user’s eye to result in a very small parallax.
While such an eye-tracking technology~scleral search coil!
is available,20 to our knowledge, it has not been applied to
AR, possibly because it is extremely uncomfortable.

Video-based tracking techniques for AR systems have
been widely adopted because video cameras offer very a
curate yet economical and compact tracking solutions. Suc
systems were used in applications with known and prepare
environments,6,8,9 extended unprepared environments,18

and also in combination with position tracking sensors in
mobile applications.21 AR systems that use video-based
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tracking techniques usually depend on fiducial marks
template targets in the real world. They align the virtu
display to the real world by detecting those features.19 In
many of these systems, the sensing cameras are not ali
with the user’s eye, and parallax results. The impact
parallax on the registration varies for different object d
tances; hence complicated camera calibration18,19 or per-
spective projection analysis16,17 is usually required.

Video see-through AR systems use a head-mounted
play ~HMD! that is optically opaque with respect to the re
world and present an image of the real world acquired b
head-mounted camera that is combined with a virtual
graphic image. The parallax issue affects those video s
through AR systems where the cameras~virtual eyes! are
displaced from the users’ eyes.14 If the camera is aligned
with the user’s eye, the camera view always matches w
the user is seeing as long as the parameters of the ca
~magnification and alignment! are appropriate. Thus, th
parallax effects could be eliminated, and simple calibrat
and accurate registration can be achieved. This is there
the aim in the development of aligned systems for vid
see-through HMDs.4,22–24

We developed and tested an on-axis optical see-thro
AR system in which a camera is aligned with the viewe
eye. One potential application of such a system is a vis
rehabilitation device that applies wide-band enhancem
to improve the visibility of the real world for patients wit
central field loss.25,26 In this application, a 1:1-size brigh
edge contour of the real world needs to be precisely su
imposed over the patients’ natural view~Fig. 1!. Because
accurate registration is essential in such an application,
on-axis design is critical. In addition, the same design c
also be used in other optical see-through as well as vi
see-through AR systems requiring low registration er
across a large depth range.
-1 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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2 Integrated HMD-Camera System Design

Based on the original design of the in-spectacle-lens HM
of the MicroOptical Corporation27 ~Westwood, Massachu
setts! we developed a see-through HMD, which we call t
on-axis see-through head-mounted display and camera
tem. This system consists of an optical see-through HM
~field of view515 deg, nominal focus at 2 m!, a miniature
video camera, and an image processor. The miniature c
era ~Panasonic GP-KS462 with60.3 diopter depth of fo-
cus! is integrated into the HMD optics to be aligned to t
viewer’s pupil. A customized image processing system~Di-
giVision Incorporated, San Diego, California! performs
edge detection as well as electronic adjustments of vi
image size and position to compensate for minor manu

Fig. 1 Illustration of the wide-band enhancement effect: (a) original
image (representing the natural view through the display; (b) its
edge image (obtained with a DigiVision edge detector used in this
study) superimposed over the original image to simulate the user’s
view.
024002Optical Engineering
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turing errors in the prototype. The edge detection was
veloped specifically for the purpose of wide-band enhan
ment for patients with reduced visual resolution.25 In this
work, we made use of the edge detector to evaluate
registration error.

The image processing system carries out real-time vi
signal processing at a rate of 30 frames/sec with a 73ms
delay ~a little more than one scan line of NTSC signa!.
Thus, other than the image processing, most of the de
through the whole system is associated with the camera
the interlacing video format. When a user moves his/
head with respect to the real object being viewed, an
servable misregistration may occur, depending on
speed. However, we expect that the visually impaired
tients might have higher tolerance to the dynamic misr
istration than normal-vision users due to their poor spa
resolution. In any case, the misregistration is only fleeti
and once head position is stabilized, the registration is
gained.

The same system can also be used as a visual field
pansion aid for patients with peripheral field loss.28 In that
application, a minified edge contour of the real scene~from
a wide-field camera! is superimposed over the patient
natural but severely restricted field of view~FOV! ~typi-
cally 10 deg in diameter or less!. For example, with a mini-
fication factor of 4.0, the patient’s instantaneous field
expanded to 40 deg in the contour view. This device a
needs to function over a wide range of viewing distan
Although the requirement for registration is relative
lower in this case due to the minification, reasonable reg
tration is still needed to aid patients in determining the r
positions of objects when using the minified view.29

A schematic of the design of the system’s optics
shown in Fig. 2, and a picture of the integrated HMD
camera system is shown in Fig. 3. Part of the light paths
both the camera and the display overlap in the spect
lens. For clarity, Fig. 2~a! illustrates only the display’s op
tical path and the components pertinent to the display. Li
from an illuminator passes through the LCD and enters
spectacle lens. The light is linear polarized light and it
selected to pass through a polarizing beamsplitter~PBS!.
The polarized light propagates through a quarter-wave p
~QWP! and is reflected from a concave mirror that mag
fies the image. The reflected light passes again through
QWP. Having passed twice through the QWP, it becom
polarized in the orthogonal direction and is therefore
flected from the PBS to the eye. This approach is the b
for MicroOptical’s integrated eyewear display lenses.27

The camera optics share some of the same optical
ments with the display, but in a different manner. Figu
2~b! illustrates that light from the ambient scene enters
spectacle lens through a polarizer and is reflected by
PBS inside the spectacle lens. A second PBS reflects
polarized light toward the camera lens and sensor. Thus
camera views the real world in a periscope fashion.
using this design, the camera can be coaxially aligned w
the eye to avoid parallax.

Figure 2~c! shows the optical path for the combined di
play and camera system. This is the actual design applie
the prototype unit shown in Fig. 3. Note that the displ
and camera use orthogonal polarizations, and thus, each
-2 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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have independent optical paths within the same spect
lens.

While the camera’s entrance pupil is coaxial with t
user’s pupil, its optical path is about 20 mm longer th
that of the user’s pupil.~The exact amount depends on t
face form of the user.! This on-axis disparity causes a
effect of displacing images~environment! outward. Al-
though such a sensory rearrangement may have neg
effect on hand-eye coordination, generally, adaptation m
be expected.30 On the other hand, such a small displac
ment may be ignored for most applications, where
working distance is much greater than 20 mm. It is poss

Fig. 2 A schematic illustration of the on-axis HMD-camera system
design, viewed from above: (a) display system only integrated into a
spectacle lens; (b) camera system only integrated into a spectacle
lens; (c) camera and display systems combined in the same spec-
tacle lens.

Fig. 3 The optical see-through head-mounted display with inte-
grated on-axis camera.
024002Optical Engineering
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to completely eliminate this disparity by moving the spe
tacle lens 20 mm outward, as designed in Refs. 4, 22,
and 24, but this would significantly increase the size of
HMD and compromise its ergonomic design and aesth
appearance.

3 Parallax and Registration Error

Besides the parallax mentioned earlier, the variable dif
ence between the image plane of the virtual display and
plane of the real object is also a factor that affects
registration for AR systems that operate over a wide ra
of real-world depth. As illustrated in Fig. 4, assuming th
the HMD-camera system is initially aligned to the use
eye and the registration error is zero, a shift of the HM
camera system with respect to the user’s pupil may cau
registration error whenever the virtual display plane do
not coincide with the real-world plane where a target
presented. Ignoring optical distortions of the camera,
angular registration errora is

a5tan21S r 2v
rv

•dD , ~1!

where r and v are the distance from the real-world plan
and the virtual display plane to the user’s eye, respectiv
andd is the deviation of the HMD-camera system from t
user’s pupil.

An experimental setup, as illustrated in Fig. 5, was us
to measure the registration error of the aligned HM
camera system. A round target was displayed sequent
at different locations on a computer screen. A normal
sighted subject wearing the HMD was able to see the
target through the optical see-through display. The vid
image from the camera was processed into an edge con
image and presented as a circle on the HMD. The sub
could see the circular edge contour of the target on
virtual display and the real target simultaneously. The s

Fig. 4 A parallax and difference between the virtual display plane
and the real target plane cause a registration error. Here, r is the
distance from eye to real target, v is the distance of the virtual dis-
play plane, d is the deviation of the HMD-camera system from the
user’s pupil, and a denotes angular registration error.
-3 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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ject was instructed to align a cross-shaped mouse cu
presented on the computer screen with the center of
circular edge contour presented on the virtual display. T
target on the computer screen was green and its edge
tour on the virtual display was white, which allowed th
subject to distinguish them from each other when th
overlapped. The mouse cursor consisting of thin crossh
was not detected by the camera and edge detector but
easily seen through the HMD. The subject clicked a mo
button to record the position of the cursor on the compu
screen when she/he aligned the edge contour and cross
sor. The registration error was measured by comparing
positions of the real target and that of the mouse curso

As human observers are involved in the evaluation
registration, it is possible that different testers would yie
different results due to different hand-eye coordinat
abilities. An approach has been adopted to replace the
man eye with a video camera in other registration eval
tion studies.13 However, we found that most observers’ cu
sor pointing capabilities were well beyond the resoluti
and registration performance that our system can achie

Three subjects with normal vision were instructed
align the mouse cursor with 25 targets presented on a d
top monitor~without wearing the HMD!. Testing was done
at distances that varied from 2 to 8 feet. Their averag
absolute alignment errors were 0.0044, 0.0045, and 0.0
deg, respectively. It is seen that these values are m
smaller than the registration errors we attempted to mea
here.

Because the prototype system was constructed u
some off-the-shelf components, there were manufactu
inaccuracies in magnification, tilt, and position in the pr
totype. As a part of the final calibration and setting, t
HMD magnification was adjusted by an operator~whose
alignment error was 0.0044 deg in the hand-eye coord
tion testing!. The same experimental setup was used
these adjustments as that illustrated in Fig. 5. A 535 target
array, which, at a distance of 2 feet to the operator’s

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for mea-
surement of registration error. The subjects observed the desktop
computer screen through the HMD. The image of the round target
on the screen captured by a head-mounted camera (not shown) was
processed to provide a circular edge image displayed on the HMD
and seen on the virtual screen. The subject controlled the position of
the cross cursor on the screen to align it with the center of the
circular edge contour on the virtual display. The distance between
the cursor and the target on the computer screen is a measure of
the misregistration.
024002Optical Engineering
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spanned 838 deg, was presented on the computer moni
The operator wearing the HMD-camera system recor
the positions of the target contours, as described before
it was difficult to judge the small misalignment visually, th
system was adjusted as described later. The measured
of target contours was fitted to the real target array by us
a least squares data fitting algorithm, in which two sh
coefficients~in x andy directions!, one size coefficient~for
both x and y!, and a rotation coefficient were compute
The magnification and rotation errors are reflected by
size and rotation coefficients, respectively. The rotation
ror of the camera was corrected by mechanical adjustm
and the electronic zoom function of the image proces
was used to compensate for the magnification error of
system. After a few iterations of careful adjustments,
cordings, and fitting calculations, the size and rotation
efficients obtained by the fitting calculation converged
1.033 and 0.03 deg, respectively, which indicates that th
was a 3% magnification error and a 0.03-deg rotation e
remaining in the prototype system.

Following the magnification and rotation adjustmen
experiments for registration evaluation were carried ou
different viewing distances by a human subject. At ea
distance, a round target was presented at 25 different p
tions, and the recordings at these 25 positions were use
estimate the registration error for that viewing distan
Registration errors were calculated by averaging the ab
lute distance between each real target and its displa
edge image, and then converted to viewing angle.

Figure 6 shows the registration errors measured at
ferent viewing distances. Error bars represent standard
viation of the measurements, which include random m
surement error~negligible effect! and systemic errors, suc
as residual magnification error, residual rotation error, a

Fig. 6 Averaged absolute value of registration errors of the inte-
grated HMD-camera system measured at different viewing dis-
tances compared with the errors when the camera was mounted on
the left and right temples, respectively. (The virtual display was in
the left spectacle lens.) Error bars represent 61 standard deviation
of measurements. The curves are calculation results according to
Eq. (1) for d of 50 and 100 mm, respectively.
-4 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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optical distortions in the camera and display optics. Sim
measurements also were also carried out using a diffe
miniature camera ~Marshall lipstick camera V-3214!
mounted on the temple on either side of the HMD~the
virtual display was mounted in the left spectacle lens!. An
experiment with each camera took between 15 to 20 m
The measurements were made at viewing distances ran
from 2 to 8 feet at 1-foot increments. For each cam
position, the registration was first adjusted at a distance
feet to be reasonably good~the registration error turned ou
to be about 0.1 deg after analysis! using both electronic
shifting via the image processor and mechanical cam
adjustment. While keeping the same adjustments, the c
puter screen was moved closer to the subject and the m
surements were made at different distances. As show
Fig. 6, the registration error remains almost constant ac
all distances with our on-axis camera aligned to the s
ject’s pupil. However, with a camera mounted on one of
temples, the angular registration error increases rap
when the viewing distance decreases. While the registra
errors for the on-axis camera and the left temple cam
were about the same at 8 feet, the error of the on-a
camera at 2 feet distance was only about 5% of that of
left temple camera. The registration was even worse for
right temple camera mount, as anticipated.

In Fig. 6, two curves calculated according to Eq.~1! are
also shown for the temple-mounted cameras. In calculat
the virtual display distancev was a nominal 6 feet, and th
deviation of the HMD-camera system from pupild was 50
mm for the camera mounted by the left temple and 100 m
for the camera mounted by the right temple, which we
directly measured from the subject’s pupil to the cam
lens. For the purpose of comparison, the calculated cu
were offset to make the calculated registration error 0.1
at an 8-foot viewing distance. It can be seen that the ca
lated results match the recorded data well.

Ideally, manufacturing errors can be reduced adequa
and optical distortions can be carefully compensated to
sult in an aligned on-axis HMD-camera system free of r
istration error at all distances. In practice, however, misr
istration may still occur due to variation of the HMD
position with respect to a user’s eye. A user may wear
HMD in slightly different positions from session to sessio
and different users are likely to have different viewpoin
because of variations of users’ head form, frame adju
ment, and uncertainty of placement of the frame on
head. These variations may cause an unpredictable ch
of alignment. A pattern of different registration errors
different users was demonstrated in Ref. 31. Therefore,
further studied the registration error of the integrat
HMD-camera system caused by such unpredictable
small deviations.

The recorded data for the on-axis camera were fed in
least square fitting program to derive the HMD deviatio
using Eq.~1! as the fitting model. Figure 7 shows one fi
ting calculation, in which only the data of vertical registr
tion error ~directional! were used to solve for the vertica
HMD deviation. Note the data in Fig. 6 are all absolu
values and the data in Fig. 7 are directional. The use
directional data is for solving the specific direction of t
HMD deviation. The computed parameters in the fitti
calculation were virtual display distancev and deviation of
024002Optical Engineering
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HMD d. After fitting, the returned parameterv was 5.14
feet, which means the estimated virtual display distan
was 5.14 feet, and the returned parameterd was 2.01 mm,
which means the estimated vertical deviation of the HM
was 2.01 mm. The result suggests that the constant re
tration error of the aligned HMD-camera system was s
due to a minor parallax. Without a precision adjustme
this kind of unseen parallax is very likely to exist in an
HMD wearing.

The method of fitting of directional registration error ca
be used in a delicate adjustment to diminish the deviati
By multiple iterations of measurement, fitting, and adju
ment, guided by fitting results, a near zero-deviation se
can be achieved.

Figure 8 shows calculated results@Eq. ~1!# of registra-
tion error due to a 2-mm HMD deviation across a dep
range from 1 to 12 feet. Calculations for different virtu

Fig. 7 Measurement of registration error due to deviation of the
HMD on the head and a fitted curve using Eq. (1). The zero crossing
point of the fitted curve around 5-ft distance suggests that the virtual
display distance was about 5 ft (as compared to the nominal design
of 6 ft).

Fig. 8 Calculated results of directional registration errors due to
2-mm off-axis parallax. Results for different virtual display distance
(1, 2, 4, and 8 feet) across a depth range from 1 to 12 feet are
shown. It can be seen that the variations of registration with viewing
distance for different virtual display distances behave nearly the
same. The offsets between the various curves can be compensated
for by lateral shift electronically.
-5 February 2005/Vol. 44(2)
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display distances~1, 2, 4, and 8 feet! are shown. Clearly,
the registration varies with depth more significantly wh
targets are at small distances. For example, the registra
varies as much as 0.24 deg within the range of view
distances from 1 to 3 feet, while for the much wider ran
from 3 feet to infinity, the registration varies only by 0.1
deg. Therefore, deviation of the HMD~parallax! is a critical
factor for those applications with short viewing distanc
~within arms’ reach!.

It is also apparent that for different virtual display di
tances, the registration error as a function of depth beha
approximately the same. This actually applies to all A
systems, irrespective of the magnitude of the paral
While Fig. 8 shows that the registration error for a 1-fo
virtual display distance is higher than that for larger virtu
display distances, it does not suggest an HMD with
shorter display distance will have worse registration. T
registration offset may be adjusted by shifting the virtu
display. In any case, the virtual display distance should
designed to be as close to the real target as possible.
will maximize the likelihood that both the real targets a
the virtual display are in focus at the same time, and
accommodation conflict is avoided.

In addition to the parallax effect, the prismatic effect
the display magnifying lens may also cause registration
ror when an HMD is offset from the user’s eye. If th
virtual display distance of an HMD is short, the prisma
effect may be significant.32 Determined approximately by
the Prentice rule, the prismatic effect is

D5
d@cm#

v@meter#
, ~2!

whereD is in prism diopters~1 prism diopter510 mrad!, d
is the deviation of the HMD center from the user’s pu
center in centimeters, andv is the virtual display distance
in meters.32 For instance, the prismatic effect causes a r
istration error of 0.37 deg in an HMD with a virtual displa
distance of 1 foot when the deviation of the HMD from th
user’s eye is 2 mm. The registration error caused by
prismatic effect is independent of the target distan
Therefore, it is possible to correct it by electronically shi
ing the display. On the other hand, this kind of registrat
error can be reduced by proper design. In principle, a lo
virtual display distance will diminish the prismatic effect.32

Figure 9 shows an example of registration with the o
axis HMD-camera system. The picture was captured wit
digital camera looking through the HMD. Five identic
white bars~25 mm long! printed on papers were placed
3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet from the HMD system. For the purpo
of clear illustration, the environment and the edge detec
were set up so that only the white bars’ edge contours w
shown in the display. The registration was vertically offs
by electronically shifting the image to allow the real whi
bars and their edge images to be seen simultaneously.
identical gauges are depicted next to the bar pairs in
picture to help the readers compare the registrations at
ferent distances. As can be seen, the registration was
consistent from 3 to 7 feet. If the display image was el
tronically shifted up, the contours would coincide with th
bars. The registration difference between the 3 and 7
distances is estimated from the picture to be about 0.07
024002Optical Engineering
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4 Conclusion

Most AR systems require that complicated calibration p
cedures be solved for the position of camera relative to
user’s pupil. In the case of the on-axis HMD-camera s
tem presented here, it is possible that the calibration m
not be needed. Like a ‘‘plug-and-play’’ device, such a sy
tem may stay calibrated from session to session and f
person to person, offering low registration error, provid
that the necessary frame adjustment is performed. The
istration errors are very low across a wide depth ran
which makes the system suitable for applications w
wide-ranging environments. The novel integration tec
nique we developed offers a light, compact, and aesth
see-through HMD-camera system. This makes this
proach to an AR appealing for future applications. Unc
tainty in the position of the HMD relative to the eye re
mains the major cause of registration error in an on-a
HMD. The impact of the deviation of the HMD become
great when object distance is short. For those applicati
where this variation of registration may exceed t
registration tolerance, adjustment of fitting or calibration
the user might be needed before each use. If fiducial ma
are provided and a brief camera calibration is perform
the on-axis HMD-camera system would still result in
better registration, despite the inevitable camera-
misalignment.
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Fig. 9 An example of consistent registration performance across a
wide range of distances. Five identical white bars were placed at 3,
4, 5, 6, and 7 feet from the HMD system. The registration was elec-
tronically shifted down to provide clear visibility of the real objects
and the virtual edge images simultaneously. This picture was cap-
tured with a digital camera aiming through the HMD. Five identical
gauges depicted next to the white bars show the registration was
consistent from 3 to 7 feet.
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